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The HP2-B91 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The HP2-B91 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The HP2-B91 exam is very challenging, but with our HP2-B91 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the HP2-B91 exam on your FIRST TRY!
HP HP2-B91 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for HP2-B91 exam
- Try a demo before buying any HP exam
- HP2-B91 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified HP2-B91 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- HP2-B91 tested and verified before publishing
- HP2-B91 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- HP2-B91 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP2-B91 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This HP2-B91 test is an important part of HP certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The HP2-B91 exam is essential and core part of HP certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real HP2-B91 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your HP HP2-B91 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your HP2-B91 now!
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QUESTION: 1
In which type of hardware does the majority of the current total supplies sell-out occur?

A. most current workgroup printers from this year's line-up
B. most current MFPs from this year’s line-up
C. older devices than the current line-up
D. most current retail inkjet devices from this year’s line-up

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
What are primary factors in the explosion of digital content? (Select two.)

A. faster print speeds
B. analog to digital content
C. better print quality
D. mobility and the internet

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 3
Which statement is correct about product life cycle of supplies?

A. It is shorter than the printer's product lifecycle.
B. It is the same as the printer's product lifecycle.
C. It is significantly longer than the printer's product lifecycle.
D. It is linked to the page coverage

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
What defines the total HP supplies sales?

A. average printer age, number of users, yield per cartridge
B. hardware market share, number of users, supplies market share
C. HP installed base, usage, HP supplies market share
D. market size, usage, aftermarket

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 5
What is part of the HP system message?

A. HP UX, All-in-One cartridges, HP FutureSmart
B. photopaper, digital cameras, aftermarket
C. supplies, hardware, media
D. laptops, touchpads, servers, printers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
What part of a laser cartridge is essential for the HP FastRes technology?

A. cleaning blade
B. photosensitive drum
C. fuser
D. open system design

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
What helps compensate for known cartridge component wear?

A. shake free cartridges
B. electro-photographic adjustment with the smart chip
C. HP All-In-One cartridge
D. HP printer built-in alerts

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
How does an HP All-In-One print cartridge give the customer consistent print quality?

A. It has separate drum and toner reservoirs.
B. The transfer roller is also replaced along with the toner.
C. It is assembled to the highest standards.
D. Cartridge replacement also replaces all critical components.

Answer: B
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